Electrophysiological Differences between the Same Pore Region Mutation in SCN1A and SCN3A.
Mutations in the sodium channel gene, SCN1A (NaV1.1), have been linked to a spectrum of epilepsy syndromes, and many of these mutations occur in the pore region of the channel. Electrophysiological characterization has revealed that most SCN1A mutations in the pore region result in complete loss of function. SCN3A mutations have also been identified in patients with epilepsy; however, mutations in this pore region maintain some degree of electrophysiological function. It is thus speculated that compared to SCN3A disruptions, SCN1A mutations have a more pronounced effect on electrophysiological function. In this study, we identified a novel mutation, N302S, in the SCN3A pore region of a child with epilepsy. To investigate if mutations at the pore regions of SCN3A and SCN1A have different impacts on channel function, we studied the electrophysiological properties of N302S in NaV1.3 and its homologous mutation (with the same amino acid substitution) in NaV1.1 (N301S). Functional analysis demonstrated that SCN1A-N301S had no measurable sodium current, indicating a complete loss of function, while SCN3A-N302S slightly reduced channel activity. This observation indicates that the same pore region mutation affects SCN1A more than SCN3A. Our study further revealed a huge difference in electrophysiological function between SCN1A and SCN3A mutations in the pore region; this might explain the more common SCN1A mutations detected in patients with epilepsy and the more severe phenotypes associated with these mutations.